The hyperbolic Anosov C-systems have a countable set of everywhere dense periodic trajectories which have been recently used to generate pseudorandom numbers. The asymptotic distribution of periodic trajectories of C-systems with periods less than a given number is well known, but a deviation of this distribution from its asymptotic behaviour is less known. Using fast algorithms, we are studying the exact distribution of periodic trajectories and their deviation from asymptotic behaviour for hyperbolic C-systems which are defined on high dimensional tori and are used for Monte-Carlo simulations. A particular C-system which we consider in this article is the one which was implemented in the MIXMAX generator of pseudorandom numbers. The generator has the best combination of speed, reasonable size of the state, and availability for implementing the parallelization and is currently available generator in the ROOT and CLHEP software packages at CERN.
Introduction
We shall consider a dynamical system T with the phase space W N which is an N -dimensional torus appearing at factorisation of the Euclidean space E N with coordinates (w 1 , ..., w N )
over an integer lattice. The automorphisms of the torus are generated by the linear transformation w i → T i,j w j , (mod 1), (1.1) where the integer matrix T has a determinant equal to one: DetT = 1. The automorphism T can be thought of as a linear transformation of the Euclidean space E N which preserves the lattice L of points with integer coordinates.
In order for the automorphisms of the torus (1.1) to fulfil the Anosov C-condition it is necessary and sufficient that the matrix T has no eigenvalues on the unit circle [1] .
Thus the spectrum {Λ = λ 1 , ..., λ N } of the matrix T is chosen to fulfil the following two conditions [1] :
Because the determinant of the matrix T is equal to one, the Liouville's measure dµ = dx 1 ...dx N is invariant under the action of T . The inverse matrix T −1 is also an integer matrix because DetT = 1. Therefore T is an automorphism of the torus W N onto itself.
This automorphism has a fixed point w = 0 corresponding to the origin of E N .The above conditions (1.2) on the eigenvalues of the matrix T are sufficient to prove that the system belongs to the class of Anosov C-systems [1] .
The C-systems have a countable set of everywhere dense periodic trajectories [1] and in this paper we shall study the distribution functions of the periodic trajectories of C-system defined on a torus. Earlier the properties of Yang-Mills mechanics and their relation with the C-and K-systems were studied in [2, 3] , see also the recent articles [4, 5] . Later on in [6, 7, 8, 9 ] the C-systems on tori have been suggested to generate pseudorandom numbers for Monte-Carlo simulations and it is therefore important to know the properties of the corresponding periodic trajectories.
It is convenient to divide the eigenvalues of the matrix T into two sets {λ α } and {λ β } with modulus smaller and larger than one:
These is useful in calculating the entropy of the C-systems on tori [1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . The most convenient way to calculate the entropy of a C-system is to integrate over the whole phase space the logarithm of the volume expansion rate λ(w) of a l-dimensional infinitesimal cube which is embedded into the expanding foliation [1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] :
Here the volume of the W N is normalised to 1. For the automorphisms on a torus (1.1) the coefficient λ(w) does not depend on the phase space coordinates w and is equal to the product of eigenvalues {λ β } with modulus larger than one:
ln |λ β |.
(1.5)
It was discovered in [1, 18, 19, 20, 21] that the entropy measures not only the ergodic and stochastic properties of the dynamical systems, but also the variety and richness of the periodic trajectories of the C-systems [1, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . The C-systems have a countable set of everywhere dense periodic trajectories [1] and their density grows exponentially with entropy [1, 18, 19, 20, 21] . Our aim is to study the behaviour of these densities in the next to leading order.
All trajectories with rational coordinates (w 1 , ..., w N ), and only they, are periodic trajectories of the automorphisms of the torus (1.1). Let us fix the integer number p, then the points on a torus with the coordinates having a denominator p form a rational lattice L p with coordinates {a 1 /p, ..., a N /p}, where a i = 0, 1, ..., p − 1. The automorphism (1.2) with integer entries transforms the points of the rational lattice L p into themselves, therefore all these points belong to periodic trajectories.
Conversely, if the point w = (w 1 , ..., w N ) belongs to a trajectory of period n > 1, then
where b is an integer vector. The above equation with respect to w has the matrix T n − 1 with a nonzero determinant, therefore the components of w are rational. Thus the periodic trajectories of the period n of the automorphism T are given by the solution of the equation (1.6), where b ∈ Z N is an integer vector.
As b varies in Z N , the solutions of the equation (1.6) determine a fundamental domain D n in the covering Euclidian space E N of the volume µ(D n ) = 1/|Det(T n − 1)|. Therefore the number of all points N n on the periodic trajectories of the period n is given by the corresponding inverse volume [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] :
The Bowen theorem [20, 21] states that the entropy of the automorphism T can be equivalently represented in terms of N n :
and therefore
This result states that the number of points on the periodic trajectories of the period n exponentially grows with entropy.
Let us now define the number of irreducible periodic trajectories (IPT) of the period n by π(n). The reason to introduce the concept of "irreducible periodic trajectories"
is connected with the fact that N n counts not only trajectories of period n, but also periodic trajectories of a smaller period which is a devisor of n as in the following example:
, where n = l 1 l 2 and T l i w = w. Therefore the number of all points N n on the periodic trajectories of period n can be written in the following form: 10) where l i divides n. Excluding these reducible periodic trajectories, which have periods that divide n, one can get the number of irreducible periodic trajectories of period n (within n points of such trajectories there are no points with identical coordinates). Thus if one represents the π(n) in the form
it follows from (1.9) that
This result tells that a system with larger entropy
is more densely populated by the periodic trajectories of the same period.
A particular C-system which we shall consider in this article was considered in [6, 7, 8, 9] and is defined as a matrix of the size N × N for all N ≥ 3:
14)
The integer matrix T is of the size N × N and has determinant equal to one. It is defined recursively, since the matrix of size N + 1 contains in it the matrix of the size N . The only variable entry in the matrix is T 32 = 3 + s, where s is a free parameter which should be chosen so that eigenvalues lying on a unit circle would be avoided. It is referred in the article as a "special parameter". In this article we shall consider systems with s = −1 [7] .
In order to generate trajectories one should execute the iteration w n = T n w by choosing the initial vector w = (w 1 , ..., w N ), called the "seed", with at least one non-zero component to avoid the fixed point of T .
The asymptotic formulas (1.9) and (1.12) define the leading behaviour of the distribution functions N n and π(n), and we are interested in finding out the behaviour of these functions in the next to leading order. For that one should develop a convenient computational technique to count number of points on periodic trajectories. That would require efficient algorithms counting solutions of the equation (1.6) and recursive solution of the equations (1.10) and (1.11).
In this article we shall explore the C-operators T (N ) calculating the distribution of its periodic trajectories N n and π(n) for the increasing values of N . The periodic trajectories of period n are distributed on a rational lattice L p and in the second section we are studying how the size p of the lattice L p grows with period n. The distributions functions N n and π(n) are well approximated by the entropy dependent exponential e nh , however, the difference between them is less known. In the third and forth section we are investigating the difference between them deriving general asymptotic formulas in next to leading order.
We are interested in finding out the behaviour of N n and π(n) as a function of period length n. Notice that both distributions, N n = N n (T ) and π(n) = π(n, T ), depend on the operator T of the dynamical system. The asymptotic behaviour of these functions is known and is given by formulas (1.9) and (1.12). But it is not known how fast they approach the asymptotics. We shall use numerical and analytical calculations to estimate the rate at which they are converging. Numerically we can calculate these functions exactly up to large periods n and then compare the results with the asymptotic behaviour. That will allow to study the deviation of asymptotics from the actual values.
Let us first present examples of periodic trajectories and their distribution for the lowest operator of dimension N = 2:
On rational lattice is presented in Table 1 .
In our first approach we shall calculate the distributions N n and π(n) based on the equation (1.6) which defines the coordinates of the periodic solutions and use the formulas (1.10) and (1.11) to extract N n and π(n). The solutions of the equation (1.6) can be written in the form : The number of periodic trajectories π(n) for period n for the matrices of the size N = 2 and N = 3. The presented data is for N = 2, n ≤ 15 and N = 3, n ≤ 9 respectively. The graphs are given in a logarithmic scale. As one can see π(n) very closely follows its asymptotic behaviour π(n) ∼ e nh(T ) /n even for small periods n. We have developed an algorithm which excludes identical solutions and the results are presented on Fig.1 and Fig.2 .
The figures Fig.1 and Fig.2 represent the distribution functions N n and π(n) for matrices of the size N = 2, 3 and special parameter s = −1. As one can see from the graphs, the distributions N n and π(n) are well approximated by the asymptotic formulas even for small values of n. As expected from the formula (1.13), the number of periodic trajectories of a given period rises faster for a system with a larger entropy. For example, the MIXMAX matrix of the size N = 2 has 640 trajectories with period n = 9, while the matrix of dimension N = 3 has 34892 trajectories of the same period! In Fig.3 we have plotted the The number of points N n on trajectories of period n given in a logarithmic scale for a matrix of dimension Dim = N . The presented data is for N = 2, n ≤ 15 and N = 3, n ≤ 9 respectively. As one can see, N n very closely follows its asymptotic behaviour N n ∼ e nh(T ) even for small periods n.
sum of all points of periodic trajectories up to a given period, it is a sum of a geometric Period (n) Number of Periodic points UP to a period Figure 3 : The number of total points n i N i on the trajectories of periods less or equal to n for the matrix of size N = 2 and N = 3. The presented data is for N = 2, n = 15 and N = 3, n = 9 respectively. It also shows the π(n) (green line) and N n (red line) as well.
For a more efficient calculation of distributions N n and π(n) we shall use the representation of N n in terms of determinant, which is given by equation (1.7) . This way we are getting less information about actual structure of the trajectories, about their coordinates, but it allows to proceed counting trajectories for much larger periods. Indeed, it is relatively easier to calculate the determinants of large powers of a given matrix and therefore one can study N n for fairly large periods. It is important to notice again that N n counts the number of all points on reducible and irreducible periodic trajectories that have a period n. For example, N 10 includes the points that have period exactly equal to This formula also demonstrates that to get the number of irreducible trajectories of period ten π(10), one should subtract from N 10 the contribution of reducible trajectories with periods which are dividers of 10. So the formula would be:
For prime periods n the relation has a fundamental form
The knowledge of π(n) for prime n allows to find out distribution function π(n) for non prime values of n, as in the above case, one should know the values of π(2) and π(5) to get π(10). This can be done algorithmically, in sequence, for increasing prime values of n.
Thus, one should calculate the determinant of the matrix T n −I, then subtract the number of periodic trajectories that have periods that divide n, as in the example considered above.
This method is much faster and allows to study the distribution functions for matrices of larger sizes N . Period (n) P-value Figure 4 : The graphs show how the lattice size p grows as a function of period n for the matrices of size N = 2 and N = 3. The lattice size p grows exponentially with period n and represent the size of the lattice that includes all periodic trajectories of a given period n. The lower points on the graph describe periods for which the determinant of the system Det(T n − I) and the minors of the matrix (T n − I) have a common divider.
The Fig.6 presents the results for the matrices of the size N = 2, 3, 17, 256 and of special parameter s = −1. In agreement with our previous results the distributions N n and π(n) are well approximated by the asymptotic formulas even for small values of n. For large matrices N = 17, 256, the corresponding entropies are much larger and the exponential term prevails. This is the reason why the functions N n and π(n) on the graph seem to coincide.
What is surprising here is that the size p of the rational lattice L p grows exponentially with period n. Indeed, inspecting the Fig.4 one can see that all trajectories of a relatively small period n = 86 are distributed on a rational lattice L p of a huge size p = 2 61 − 1. This effect seems to contradict to the statement that even very large periods can be realised on much smaller rational lattices. The MIXMAX generator is using a lattice of the size p = 2 61 − 1 and has periods of order n = (p N − 1)/(p − 1) [7] . The resolution of this paradox lies in the fact that in reality some of the periodic trajectories of period n = 86 are settled on a coarser sublattices L p ∈ L p . In particular, for the matrix of the size N = 2, all π(10) = 1500 trajectories of period n = 10 are on the rational lattice of the size p = 275, and the question is: Do all these trajectories lie on a such fine lattice or some of them are on much coarser sublattices? Indeed, as one can see in Table 1 a, where a is an integer vector, will be found on the lattice of the size p = 5. Thus the rational lattice L p is the lattice which contains all irreducible trajectories of period n, but some of them can be settled on coarser sublattices. Using the definition and properties of Fibonacci series F n we can calculate the powers of matrix T and N n for odd n,
Above equation shows that for n odd, N n is a square of an integer number which has meaningful consequences. Similarly, we can calculate the inverse matrix
It is easy to show by induction that matrix elements cannot be further reduced and the lattice size is p = F n−1 + F n+1 and therefore N n = p 2 . The property that N n = p 2 is specific to N = 2. As a result all points on a lattice L p belong to trajectories with period n or dividers of n. If n is a prime number then there are
trajectories on this lattice all of which have period n and which are shared by all points except the origin. Knowing N n the number of trajectories π(n) with odd period n can be calculated by taking out points with different periods (which have to be dividers of n),
where µ(l) is the Möbius function which ensures proper cancellation of points. This result
shows that π(n) for prime n are fundamental objects which can be used to express arbitrary
The number of all points N n on the periodic trajectories of the period n converges very fast to e nh as can be seen on Fig.1-3 and Fig.6 . However, due to the exponential behaviour of those quantities the plots do not capture the real extent of the difference between them and the question how well N n is described by an exponential growth with the entropy remains open. The number of points N n in trajectories of period n is given by following formula (1.7 ) which can be rewritten in the form:
where
By definition, |χ i | < 1 for all i = 1, . . . N . Because in our case T is a real matrix, and thus Tr T n are also real for all n, its complex eigenvalues will always occur as conjugate pairs. Expanding the product in (4.18) we can calculate the deviation N n − e nh and its approximations as a simple function of quantities χ i ,
The above expansion terms ∆ k are symmetric polynomials of χ i 's and, while complex eigenvalues appear in complex conjugate pairs, they are also real. The first order approximation ∆ 1 of the difference in (4.19) is accurate for sufficiently large n and is itself dominated by the eigenvalue or eigenvalues with largest |χ i |. Therefore, the sum in expression defining ∆ 1 decays exponentially with n as max i |χ i | n and the deviation ∆ behaves as
The coefficient h is determined by an eigenvalue of T closest to the unit circle in complex plane and c(n) is the pre-exponential factor. Our aim is to calculate the exponential coefficient h in (4.20) and the pre-factor c(n). Figure 7 : Difference between the number of all points N n on the periodic trajectories of the period n and its estimate exponential growth with entropy e nh for N = 2.
Let us consider a function Tr
which is a meromorphic function with poles being the eigenvalues of matrix B. From Cauchy's theorem it follows that a contour integral can be used to calculate a sum over eigenvalues in some region
as long as f (x) is an analytic function in a region enclosed by loop ∂D with no zero'es coinciding with eigenvalues of B. A complex integral over a unit circle as a contour can be used to sum powers of λ i and λ
whose modulus is less than one and calculate the first order approximation ∆ 1 ,
Tr
Tr , and the entropy h = ln λ 1 . The difference ∆ can be calculated directly,
The difference converges exponentially to a constant as shown in Fig. 7 , thus the relative difference In three dimensions the behavior of ∆ is more interesting, but still can be calculated analytically. In this case, the matrix T has one real eigenvalue λ 1 = e h > 1 and a complex pair of conjugate eigenvalues λ 2 = e 
The first order approximation
e nh is drawn with a blue line in Fig. 9 . It becomes indistinguishable from the exact solution for n > 4.
Matrices of Higher Dimension
Although, the difference N n − e nh is a simple function of eigenvalues T , the lack of knowledge about their values hinders derivation of an analytical form. For the sake of convenience we sort χ i 's in a descending order with respect to their modulus,
Depending on the position of eigenvalues with respect to the unit circle, various patterns of the factor c(n) can be observed:
Damped oscillations. The difference ∆ for N = 4 is plotted with blue dots in Fig. 10 .
As predicted by (4.20) , it grows exponentially as e nh , h ≈ 1.28. The entropy in this case is h ≈ 1.81. The factor c(n) is shown in Fig. 11 . In both plots the yellow line denotes the first order approximation ∆ 1 . It gives very fast an accurate result. The visible damped oscillatory behavior of c(n) is a result of a single real value χ 1 with largest modulus (corresponding eigenvalue closest to unit circle) and a conjugate pair of complex eigenvalues χ 2 =χ 3 with smaller modulus. The amplitude of oscillations declines as
which is drawn with a gray envelope in Fig. 11 . In this case as the oscillations fade out, the largest χ 1 dominates and the factor c(n) converges to a constant,
Similar behavior is observed also for N = 8. Oscillations. The damped oscillatory behavior of c(n) present for N = 4 is more an exception than a general rule. Fig. 12 presents the difference ∆ for N = 10. As in all cases it grows exponentially as e nh , h ≈ 5.32 while the entropy is h ≈ 5.57. The yellow line denotes the first order approximation ∆ 1 which again is remarkably accurate for n > 4. 
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